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Abstract

Following the recent progress in image classification and

captioning using deep learning, we develop a novel natu-

ral language person retrieval system based on an attention

mechanism. More specifically, given the description of a

person, the goal is to localize the person in an image. To

this end, we first construct a benchmark dataset for natural

language person retrieval. To do so, we generate bounding

boxes for persons in a public image dataset from the seg-

mentation masks, which are then annotated with descrip-

tions and attributes using the Amazon Mechanical Turk. We

then adopt a region proposal network in Faster R-CNN as a

candidate region generator. The cropped images based on

the region proposals as well as the whole images with atten-

tion weights are fed into Convolutional Neural Networks for

visual feature extraction, while the natural language expres-

sion and attributes are input to Bidirectional Long Short-

Term Memory (BLSTM) models for text feature extraction.

The visual and text features are integrated to score region

proposals, and the one with the highest score is retrieved

as the output of our system. The experimental results show

significant improvement over the state-of-the-art method for

generic object retrieval and this line of research promises to

benefit search in surveillance video footage.

1. Introduction

Video surveillance cameras have been deployed in many

places—in stores and homes for indoor monitoring, as well

as in roadways and parking lots for wide-area observation.

Due to the ubiquity of these devices, enabling more effec-

tive technologies for surveillance data analysis has become

an urgent challenge. This demands automatic recognition

and characterization of persons in the large quantities of im-

ages/videos, and also requires machines to make such visual

information of persons compatible with human understand-

ing. Hence, it is highly desirable for a system to match

visual objects with corresponding human language descrip-

tions. The understanding of visual contents is extremely

challenging due to factors such as low resolution, deforma-

tion, and occlusion, and so is the understanding of human

language expressions where semantics are latent and hard

to quantify.

Several recent papers report promising progress in this

area. Feris et al. [8] retrieved human faces from video

streams given classified and weighted attributes, but they

could not handle contexts like people and scenes, as well as

language inputs. Moreover, Socher et al. [?] evaluated if the

image contains seen or unseen classes, whereas Lazaridou

et al. [18] focused on predicting keywords for images. The

common problem of these efforts is that they rely on tradi-

tional language models that are not able to handle sentences

with rich semantics and contexts. With the resurrection of

neural networks, deep learning has now become popular in

visual recognition and natural language processing tasks.

Nevertheless, an attentive natural-language-driven retrieval

that localizes the most worthwhile objects, including per-

sons, still remains largely unsupported.

In this paper, we address the following problem: Given

an image of multiple persons and a sentence that describes

a person, we want to localize the most relevant person in

the image based on both the text description and the vi-

sual features. For example, to retrieve the rider (red rect-

angle in Figure 1D) given a description saying “an elderly

man wearing a light hat, plaid shirt and dark pants riding a

bike” and attributes such as “male” and “on the right side”,

one must look at all the three persons to decide which one

best matches the description. In fact, a similar work has

been implemented in [26] by jointly processing images and

text mainly relying on pre-trained objects and knowledge

graphs. In contrast to previous works, we develop a deep

learning framework to learn a scoring function that takes

the text query, attributes and images as input, and outputs

scores for the candidate regions. In practice, this line of re-

search motivates many applications, such as the retrieval of

suspects and missing persons, when the images or videos of

the target person are hidden in the surveillance data. In this

case, the police can rely only on the witness’s text descrip-

tion.
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2. Related Work

We discuss the following three lines of related research.

Image Captioning and Visual Question Answering.

Image captioning models take an image as input and out-

put a caption describing the contents of the image. These

models mainly combine Convolutional Neural Networks for

visual feature extraction and Recurrent Neural Networks for

caption generation [7, 16, 17]. However, it is uncertain that,

to what extent these captioning models understand the im-

age. Xu et al. [28] proposed an attention model and showed

that the captioning model can zoom into specific regions of

the image.

The performance of visual question answering tasks is

considered a proxy of the capability of deep neural mod-

els for jointly reasoning across the linguistic and visual in-

puts. Sophisticated approaches have been developed [9, 20],

which substantially improve the results in performance of

visual question answering on the VQA datasets [9]. Never-

theless, Goyal et al. [10] demonstrated that simply memo-

rizing question-answer pairs leads to good performance on

many visual QA challenges, while simple features, like bag-

of-words-based text representations, can perform competi-

tively against many sophisticated approaches [15].

Natural Language Object and Image Retrieval. Nat-

ural language object retrieval aims to localize a target object

within an image based on a natural language query for the

object. Given a set of candidate object regions, Guadarrama

et al. [11] generated text from those candidates represented

as bag-of-words and compared the word bags to the query

text. Other methods generated visual features from query

texts and matched them with image regions; e.g., through

a text-based image search engine [1]. Our work belongs to

this category; however, our approach focuses only on the

people in urban street scenes.

Similarly, text-based image retrieval systems select from

a set of images the one that best matches the query text.

The best match is chosen from a ranking function, which is

learned via a Recurrent Neural Network [7, 21].

Deep Attention Models. The deep attention mechanism

was first introduced for machine translation tasks [3]. An

extra softmax layer was added to generate weights for the

individual words of the sentence, and the quality of the at-

tention or alignment was visualized.

Due to its enormous impact, the attention mechanism

was adopted in other domains. For image captioning, Xu et

al. [28] attended on 2D feature maps generated by a Convo-

lutional Neural Network. Similarly for the object retrieval

task, Rohrbach et al. [24] learned attention on the relevant

image regions in order to reconstruct the input phrase. As

for visual question answering, [27, 31] proposed models

that also attend to image regions or questions when gen-

erating an answer.

It is worth mentioning that Lu et al. [20] proposed a

novel mechanism that jointly learns attention on visual ob-

jects and text expression of questions for VQA tasks; that is,

the image representation is used to guide the question atten-

tion and the question representations are used to guide im-

age attention. However, Das et al. [5] analyzed the consis-

tency between human and deep network attention in visual

question answering. The experiment showed that previous

attention models in VQA do not seem to target the same re-

gions as humans. As for humans, we usually concentrate

on several small regions rather than distribute the attention

over the entire image as reflected by deep network attention.

Inspired by this discovery, we constructed a visual attention

map based the output of Faster R-CNN [23].

3. Data Collection

The inputs to the neural network are composed of an im-

age, region proposals from the image, a text query, and at-

tributes of target people. Given a target person in the image,

the annotation of corresponding text queries and attributes

is crowdsourced to Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).1 Re-

gion proposals for ’people’ are then generated by a region

proposal network in Faster R-CNN. In this section, we first

present how the ’person’ images were collected.

Figure 1. An example of ground truth bounding box generation.

A) An original image provided by the CITYSCAPES dataset; B)

A corresponding image with segmentation masks provided by the

CITYSCAPES dataset; C) a ’Person’ with bounding box gener-

ated from the segmentation mask; D) a ’Rider’ with bounding box

generated from the segmentation mask.

3.1. CITYSCAPES Dataset Annotation

The first challenge of our project was the lack of a dataset

for the task of natural language person retrieval. Thus,

we turned to the CITYSCAPES dataset [4], a large-scale

benchmark dataset for pixel-level and instance-level seman-

tic labeling. Since the focus of our project is on person

retrieval rather than semantic segmentation, only segmenta-

tion masks belonging to ’person’ and ’rider’ categories are

transformed into ground truth bounding boxes based on the

1https://www.mturk.com/
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masks’ maximum and minimum value of (x, y) coordinates.

Specifically, (xMAX , yMAX) denotes the bottom-right cor-

ner of the bounding box, while (xMIN , yMIN ) denotes the

top-left corner (Figure 1).

Next, we obtain descriptions and attribute annotations

on highlighted people from the images via crowdsourcing.

Here we select only bounding boxes with sizes over 5,000

pixels, because small people with low resolution in the im-

age hinder AMT workers from making fine-grain annota-

tion. After the size thresholding step, we keep refining the

dataset by removing 1) persons that appear partially on the

edge of images; 2) multiple persons within one bounding

box in a crowd; 3) blurred persons reported by AMT.

Figure 2. Amazon mechanical Turk (AMT) interface. The AMT

workers are given instructions and an image with a target ’people’

contained in a red rectangle. They are required to fill in the de-

scription and select attributes. The 25 attributes are categorized

into 8 classes including: 1) Gender: Male, Female; 2) Hair: Long

hair, Short hair, Bald; 3) Upper Body: Shirt, T-shirt, Suit; 4) Lower

Body: Jeans, Short, Skirt, Pant; 5) Carrying: Backpack, Single

Shoulder Bag, Handbag; 6) Age: Baby, Teenage, Adult, Elderly;

7) Accessories: Sunglasses, Head-phones, Hat; 8) Location: On

right side, On left side, In the center.

We have designed an interface (Figure 2) for the AMT

workers to provide the descriptions and select attributes that

best match the appearance of a person inside a bounding

box. As for the description, the workers are instructed to use

5–20 words depending on the complexity of the scenario.

As for attributes, there are totally 25 values categorized into

8 classes: ’Gender’, ’Hair’, ’Upper Body’, ’Lower Body’,

’Carrying’, ’Age’, ’Accessories’, and ’Where’.

The attributes for one person labeled by multiple AMT

workers will be settled based on voting during the subse-

quent data preparation. For example, for the ’Gender’ cat-

egory, if two AMT workers label a person as ’male’, while

the third one selects ’female’, then the final property will be

’male’. For soundness, as long as one worker selects ’un-

known’ for one category, attributes in that category will be

treated as unknown regardless of the other workers’ selec-

tions.

3.2. Region Proposal Generation

Figure 3. Procedures on region proposals generation for training

and testing purpose. A) Blue rectangles are bounding boxes gen-

erated by the region proposal network in Faster R-CNN for the

category ’people’; B) Region proposals are selected from bound-

ing boxes with confidence beyond 0.5 and size larger than 5000; C)

The training dataset is augmented by randomly selecting 3 shifted

region proposals whose IOU with ground truth bounding boxes

obtained from segmentation masks are beyond 0.5; D) Given a de-

scription ’an elderly man wearing a light hat, plaid shirt and dark

pants riding a bike’, attributes ’male’ and ’on the right side’, and

the region proposals shown in B, the person is retrieved (green

region proposal). The ground truth bounding box is shown in red.

The region proposal network (RPN) in Faster R-CNN

[23] trained on Microsoft COCO [19] is adopted to gen-

erate region proposals for people in images. The Microsoft

COCO object detection dataset involves 80 categories of ob-

jects, such as car and chair, while we are interested only in

the detection results on people. A RPN takes an image (of

any size) as input, and outputs a set of rectangular object

proposals, each with an objectness confidence. The higher

the confidence, the more likely it is for the bounding box to

contain a person (Figure 3A).

Since most bounding boxes with low confidence do not

include the complete imaging of a person, the bounding

boxes are filtered by setting the threshold of the confidence

to 0.5. As we have mentioned, the minimum size of the

bounding box is set to 5,000 pixels in order to avoid small

persons in the image (Figure 3B).

To augment the training instances, we expand the dataset

by randomly selecting 3 shifted region proposals whose In-

tersection over Union (IOU) with ground truth bounding

boxes is larger than 0.5 (Figure 3C). During the test phase,

region proposals without augmentation (Figure 3B) are pro-

vided as input to the model for person retrieval (Figure 3D).

Thus far, we have annotated 6,000 ’people’, 5,000 of

which are used for training. A positive training instance is

composed of a whole image, a region proposal in the image,
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Figure 4. Overview of the attention-based natural language person retrieval framework. The system is given an image, attributes and a

text query as input. The region proposals for person are extracted by Faster R-CNN, which also ouputs visual attention probability. The

spatial features and the visual features for the whole image and region proposals are concatenated as the final visual features while the

attributes and the text query are embedded and then scanned by bidirectional LSTMs to generate text features. The final person retrieval

result is output by a fully connected layer whose input is the element-wise multiplication of the concatenated visual and text features.

Note: BLSTM means Bidirectional LSTM and FC layer means fully connected layer. All fully connected layers except the last one are

used to transform features for concatenation and element-wise multiplication. The operators ⊕ and ⊗ denote feature concatenation and

element-wise multiplication, respectively.

its spatial configuration, the corresponding description, and

attributes. A whole image, a region proposal along with its

spatial configuration and a unrelated description/attributes

are paired as a negative sample. Each ’people’ has roughly

3 descriptions written by different AMT workers and the

positive region proposals were augmented during training

by random shift. Here we define the positive-to-negative ra-

tio as 1:1; thus, the total training sample, including positive

and negative ones, is around 50,000.

4. Natural Language Person Retrieval

Given an image, attributes and a natural language query

expression, our goal is to localize the target people. This

problem requires both visual and linguistic understanding

of the image and the expression. To that end, a model

with five main components is proposed: (1) A Convolu-

tional Neural Network to extract local image descriptors and

global weighted feature map, (2) word embeddings for text

queries and attributes, (3) natural language expression en-

coder based on bidirectional LSTM networks for both text

description and attributes, (4) implicit attention models for

images and text queries, (5) a fully connected layer as a

classifier. Figure 4 shows an overview of our framework.

4.1. Image Feature Map Extraction

We apply the L2-norm to the local descriptors at each

position on the feature map of region proposals in order to

obtain a more robust feature representation. Additionally,

the relative coordinates of the region proposal are applied

to represent its position in the image. The upper left corner

and the lower right corner of the feature map are represented

as (-1, -1) and (+1,+1), respectively. The relative center and

the relative length of the width and height of the region pro-

posal are also incorporated. Thus, the 8-dimensional spatial

features (Figure 4) are [xr−min, yr−min, xr−max, yr−max,

xr−center, yr−center, wr−box, hr−box], where r denotes the

relative quantity. In our implementation, this model compo-

nent takes the refined region proposals generated by Faster

R-CNN as the input, and outputs the results by first unify-

ing the size of region proposals to 224 × 224, then extract-

ing visual features using Resnet152 [12] pre-trained on the

ILSVRC classification task [6]. The global feature map of

the whole image generated by the first convolutional block

is multiplied by the attention weights generated from Faster

R-CNN to obtain weighted representation of the whole im-

age (see Section 4.4 for more details).

4.2. Word Embeddings

As a requisite of natural language processing, the Skip-

gram model [22] is used to transform the sentence expres-

sions into matrix representations that are understandable

by the neural networks. The Skip-gram model represents

words in a dense vector space, and closely embeds words

with highly similar semantics. Typically, the Skip-gram

model is trained on a large document corpus D, where each

word in the vocabulary is first randomly initialized as a
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k−dimensional unit vector. Then, Skip-gram maximizes

the log-linear energy function defined as

J =
∑

(w,c)∈D

(log
1

1 + e−vc·vw

−
∑

c′∈D

log
1

1 + evc
′ ·vw

) (1)

such that vw is the embedding vector of word w, vc and vc′

are the embedding vectors of the contexts c and c′. By max-

imizing J , the learning process approximates the semantic

similarity of words based on their co-occurrences in the lo-

cal contexts. Hence, important semantic features, such as

topics, sentiments, objects, and attributes, are often high-

lighted by the embeddings in the matrix representations of

sentences. In our experiment, we pre-trained the Skip-gram

model on the entire Wikipedia dump, for which we set the

dimensionality k = 300 and the length of contexts |c| = 20.

To enrich the knowledge of the vocabulary, during the pre-

processing of the corpus, Wikipedia entities are recognized

from the article-based maximum matching, and frequent 2-

grams are also considered to mine frequent phrases.

4.3. Encoding the Descriptive Sentence using an
BLSTM Network

We represent the text description of each image region

as a fixed-length sequence of N words. If the text length

is larger than N , only the first N words are utilized for

language feature extraction. Otherwise, the sequence is

padded with an empty token 〈unk〉. Here, each sequence

of image description is represented as a matrix using the

word embeddings described in Section 4.2. Then we use

a bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BLSTM) net-

work [13, 25] with a 1,000-dimensional hidden state to scan

through the matrix. After the BLSTM network has taken the

entire text sequence, the hidden states are concatenated as a

single vector ht = [hf
t w hb

tw] that encodes the description.

The superscript f and b denote forward and backward hid-

den states, respectively. The bidirectional LSTM gates are

computed as

it = S(Wxixt +Whiht−1 +Wcict−1 + bi) (2)

ft = S(Wxfxt +Whfht−1 +Wcfct−1 + bf ) (3)

ct = ftct−1 + it tanh(Wxcxt +Whcht−1 + bc) (4)

ot = S(Wxoxt +Whoht−1 +Wcoct + bo) (5)

ht = ot tanh(ct), (6)

where S is the logistic sigmoid function, and i, f , o, and

c are, respectively, the input gate, forget gate, output gate,

and cell activation vectors, all of which are of the same size

as the hidden vector h.

Additionally, we concatenate all attributes and send it to

the bidirectional LSTM to generate the encoding of the at-

tributes. Unlike for the text queries, the attention model

is not applied to attributes, since they are equally impor-

tant. Here we select the bidirectional LSTM rather than the

LSTM as a text feature encoder, because the concatenated

attributes and text queries have independent sequences. For

example, an AMT worker may use two parts of a sentence

to describe the upper body first and then the lower body of

a person, and the second part might not depend on the first

part. The bidirectional LSTM scans the text sequence twice

in inverse directions (i.e., front to back, then back to front).

4.4. Implicit Attention Model for Text and Visual
Features

For the text features, the concatenated state ht contains

information from a word wt(t = 1, ..., T ) as well as the

context before and after the word wt. Then the attention

weights αt for each word wt are obtained by a linear pro-

jection over ht followed by a softmax defined as

αt =
exp(βTht)∑T

t=1 exp(β
Tht)

. (7)

for which the weighted word expression h
′

t is defined as

h
′

t = αtht. (8)

As for the visual features, the corresponding attention

map is generated from Faster R-CNN (the center position,

height, and width of region proposals). Here we use a bi-

variate normal distribution to represent the probability dis-

tribution for the ith region proposal:

Pi(x, y) =
1

2πσixσiy

exp(−
z

2
), (9)

where

z =
(x− µix)

2

σ2
ix

+
(y − µiy)

2

σ2
iy

, (10)

for which µix and µiy are the center position of the ith re-

gion proposal, while σix and σiy are the half width and the

half height of the region proposal, i = 1, ..., N , with N

being the number of region proposals of the image.

The final attention map for the whole image is defined as

P ′(x, y) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

Pi(x, y). (11)

4.5. FullyConnectedLayer Classifier

The combination of the global and local visual features

is multiplied to the concatenation of the text and attribute

features in an element-wise fashion, which are then fed into

a fully-connected-layer classifier.

During the training process, each training instance is a

tuple (I, RP,X,E,A, T ), where I is a whole image, RP

denotes a region proposal in the image, X is the spatial con-

figuration of the region proposal, E is a natural language
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expression describing the region, A denotes the correspond-

ing attributes for the person inside the region proposal, and

T is the tag that marks whether the person inside the re-

gion proposal matches the natural language expression and

attributes. We use the sigmoid cross-entropy loss function:

loss = −L log(S(s))− (1− L) log(1− S(s)), (12)

for which L is the ground truth label (true or false), s is the

score output of the neural network, and S is the sigmoid

function.

In the test phase, the difference is that all region propos-

als in the image are sent to the model and the classifier will

output a score for each region proposal. The region pro-

posal with highest score is retrieved as the final output of

our system (Figure 4).

5. Performance Evaluation and Analysis

We performed our experiment using one Nvidia GeForce

GTX 1080 Graphics Card. For the visual features, we only

train the last fully connected layer of Resnet152 to ob-

tain the local image feature while we generated the global

image features separately without fine-tuning any layer of

Resnet152.

The results are reported in Table 1, where the met-

ric ’Rec@1’ is the recall of the highest scoring box (the

percentage of the highest scoring box being correct), and

’Rec@2’ is the percentage of at least one of the 2 high-

est scoring proposals being correct. Overall, our attention-

based natural language person retrieval framework leads to

a roughly 35% increment on Rec@1 as compared to random

selection. In fact, the model [14] pre-trained on the ReferIt

dataset and tested on CITYSCAPES (row 3) is even worse

than random selection (row 2), while the model pre-trained

on CITYSCAPES increased the accuracy by 5% (row 4).

Trained on Rec@1 Rec@2

Random 38% 60%

UCB [14] Referit 37.3% 59.7%

UCB [14] CITYSCAPES 43.7% 65.3%

Ours CITYSCAPES 74.6% 85.7%
Table 1. Test Performance on CITYSCAPES dataset

As compared to [14], the most significant improvement

comes from how the visual and text features are combined.

Traditionally, the visual and text features are simply con-

catenated as the input to a multi-layer perceptron to gener-

ate a score for person retrieval [30]. However, when the fea-

tures are multiplied in an element-wise fashion, Rec@1 in-

creases by roughly 10%. Indeed, this phenomenon has been

observed in other works [2, 29] conducting cross-module

analysis.

Furthermore, the pre-trained word embeddings with

named entity annotation further leverages the Rec@1 by

8%, in comparison to the one-hot vectors applied in [14].

The embedded text and attributes lead to 5% and 3% incre-

ments of Rec@1, respectively. It is worth mentioning that

some persons are extremely hard to be distinguished from

others due to similar clothes and appearance. In such cases,

the relative position of the person in the image (right, left, or

center) plays a major role in constraining the search range.

This strategy also leverages Rec@1 by around 7%.

Due to the attention mechanism, the model has a sense

of focus on both images and text queries. The combined ef-

fect of attention leads to a 5% increment of Rec@1. Other

minor changes, such as fine-tuning the hyperparameters and

the last few pre-trained layers of Resnet152, also yield im-

provement.

We further investigate the contribution of each compo-

nent to the result. Even though we instructed AMT work-

ers to describe people using 5–20 words, they did not al-

ways follow the instructions. Thus, we decided to examine

the effect of the phrase description length (Figure 5). For

example, in cases where descriptions are limited to 5–10

words, Rec@1 is 75% using BLSTM. A description with

more than 25 words, however, easily deteriorates the result

when LSTM is applied. As a comparison, the accuracy does

not show an apparent drop for BLSTM. This demonstrates

the effectiveness of bidirectional LSTM on the non-logic

dependent description expression.

Figure 5. Effect of the Phrase Description Length. The horizontal

axis indicates the number of words, while the vertical axis indi-

cates Rec@1.

Figure 6 shows the effect of region proposal size. We

discovered that the sizes of the region proposals do not show

notable differences. Our hypothesis was that all cropped

images are resized to 224×224 as the visual input to get the

local visual features. In this way, the network is insensitive

to the original size of the cropped image.

Finally, the effect of the attention mechanism is exam-

ined in Figure 7. Based on the observations, the model has

remarkable accuracy on recognizing riders and the attention

is usually focused on the words ’riding’ or ’bike’. Also, due

to the weighted global image features, the attention mecha-

nism allows the model to reason about the surrounding en-

vironment.
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Figure 6. Effect of Region Proposal Size. The horizontal axis in-

dicates the region proposal size while the vertical axis indicates

Rec@1.

Figure 7. Demonstration of attention mechanism on person re-

trieval. A) The text query is attended on ’riding a bike’; B) The

text query is attended on ’riding her bike’. C) The model focuses

on ’man’ and ’hoodie’. D) The surrounding information ’beside a

man’ due to the incorporation of the entire image feature vector.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented what was to our knowledge

the first attention-based natural language person retrieval

system. A large-scale benchmark dataset was constructed

using crowdsourcing and processed using Faster R-CNN. A

new deep-learning-based framework was further designed

to match visual and text representations. Thus, an image,

text query, and attributes are the inputs of our framework,

which selects a region proposal with the highest score.

Compared to the state-of-the-art object retrieval method, a

substantial increment in performance was observed in our

experiments. In future work, we will investigate a learning-

based visual attention model on feature maps from multi-

ple convolution layers which may further improve retrieval

performance and compare regions across different images

instead of extracting regions from a single image.
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